§ 193.2709  Security.
Personnel having security duties must be qualified to perform their assigned duties by successful completion of the training required under § 193.2715.

§ 193.2711  Personnel health.
Each operator shall follow a written plan to verify that personnel assigned operating, maintenance, security, or fire protection duties at the LNG plant do not have any physical condition that would impair performance of their assigned duties. The plan must be designed to detect both readily observable disorders, such as physical handicaps or injury, and conditions requiring professional examination for discovery.

§ 193.2713  Training: operations and maintenance.
(a) Each operator shall provide and implement a written plan of initial training to instruct—
(1) All permanent maintenance, operating, and supervisory personnel—
(i) About the characteristics and hazards of LNG and other flammable fluids used or handled at the facility, including, with regard to LNG, low temperatures, flammability of mixtures with air, odorless vapor, boiloff characteristics, and reaction to water and water spray;
(ii) About the potential hazards involved in operating and maintenance activities; and
(iii) To carry out aspects of the operating and maintenance procedures under §§ 193.2503 and 193.2605 that relate to their assigned functions; and
(2) All personnel—
(i) To carry out the emergency procedures under § 193.2509 that relate to their assigned functions; and
(ii) To give first-aid; and
(3) All operating and appropriate supervisory personnel—
(i) To understand detailed instructions on the facility operations, including controls, functions, and operating procedures; and
(ii) To understand the LNG transfer procedures provided under § 193.2513.
(b) A written plan of continuing instruction must be conducted at intervals of not more than two years to keep all personnel having security duties current on the knowledge and skills they gained in the program of initial instruction.

§ 193.2715  Training: security.
(a) Personnel responsible for security at an LNG plant must be trained in accordance with a written plan of initial instruction to:
(1) Recognize breaches of security;
(2) Carry out the security procedures under § 193.2903 that relate to their assigned duties;
(3) Be familiar with basic plant operations and emergency procedures, as necessary to effectively perform their assigned duties; and
(4) Recognize conditions where security assistance is needed.
(b) A written plan of continuing instruction must be conducted at intervals of not more than two years to keep all personnel having security duties current on the knowledge and skills they gained in the program of initial instruction.

§ 193.2717  Training: fire protection.
(a) All personnel involved in maintenance and operations of an LNG plant, including their immediate supervisors, must be trained according to a written plan of initial instruction, including plant fire drills, to:
(1) Know the potential causes and areas of fire;
(2) Know the types, sizes, and predictable consequences of fire; and
(3) Know and be able to perform their assigned fire control duties according to the procedures established under § 193.2509 and by proper use of equipment provided under § 193.2801.
(b) A written plan of continuing instruction, including plant fire drills, must be conducted at intervals of not more than two years to keep personnel current on the knowledge and skills they gained in the instruction under paragraph (a) of the section.
(c) Plant fire drills must provide personnel hands-on experience in carrying out their duties under the fire emergency procedures required by § 193.2509.